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Abstract

Traditional large enterprise network designs focus on performance, availability, and manageability. Security is often an add-on or afterthought. Retrofitting security measures to existing network architecture are lengthy projects requiring extensive resources. In some cases, it is done at the expense of sacrificing network performance and manageability. The traditional network designs of yesterday can not keep up with the pace of change today while maintaining a sufficient level of security. The goal of this paper is to look at a network design that has security built-in from the ground up. The approach is to distribute security policy enforcement to strategic locations within the network by segmenting the network into compartments each with its own predefined security policy, performance, and availability needs. We will focus on the security aspect of the design and look at a high level implementation strategy.
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Challenges of Traditional Network Security Model

Many of today's corporate networks can be characterized as having a hard perimeter and a soft inside. The perimeters are well protected and monitored. Companies today are aware of the risks of connecting corporate networks to the Internet without security measures in place to delineate and protect the perimeters. Network traffic that crosses the perimeter is monitored and controlled by the use of firewalls, IDS (Intrusion Detection Systems) and other countermeasures. The network traffic that crosses the perimeters is understood and any new traffic patterns are scrutinized. Inside the perimeters the story is different. Internal network traffic is generally not monitored or controlled. For most organizations, the internal network is wide open. Any one device on the network can access any other resources connected to the network via the IP layer. The security ramifications are:

1. Attack/Infection in one part of the network is not easily contained.
2. Breach in any part of the network exposes the entire network.
3. Difficult to detect attacks from internal sources.

In today's IT environment, systems, applications, and data no longer operate in isolation. The fundamental change in IT is an increase in the dependencies of systems, applications, and data. This dependency is not just within the enterprise but extends to business partners and external providers. The need to share information with external entities has caused the paradigm to shift from “security by exclusion” to “security by inclusion”\(^1\). The question that challenges the security staff has changed from how to keep other people out to how to provide controlled access to a diverse set of users with varying levels of access needs to a wide range of company information while maintaining confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Add to that the proliferation of wireless access, VPN (Virtual Private Network), extranet, telecommuting, and hoteling cubicles; the perimeter has become porous and tenuous. The internal corporate network can no longer be considered trusted.

In today's business climate, mergers, acquisitions, partnerships and restructurings are common occurrences. Each of these organizational changes impacts IT systems and the network. To complicate things further, as more services and e-commerce become available on the Internet, they are increasingly falling under regulatory governance all over the world. The corporate network not only has to adapt to all these changes but it has to maintain an acceptable level of security to protect the company’s information assets under increasing stringent budgetary constraints. The traditional “hard shell/soft center” network design can no longer keep up with the pace of change today.

Compartmented Network Design

\(^1\) Blum.
Conceptually, there are two components to the compartmented network design. First, break up the network into smaller segments. Organize these segments based on some combination of business needs, functional requirements and security. We will call these network compartments. Second, define security policies for each compartment and have policy enforcement points\(^2\) at each compartment to enforce these security policies. Essentially, the idea is instead of having centralized firewalls enforcing security policies at the perimeters of the company network, we are distributing security policy enforcement points inside the network at strategic places. The collection of systems in each network compartment together with their security policies forms a policy domain\(^3\). By dividing up a large monolithic enterprise policy domain into a collection of smaller policy domains, finer access control and granular security control can be achieved. The benefits of this distributed security model are:

1. Aligns with defense in depth security strategy. Penetrating the perimeter firewalls does not give free access to the rest of the network.
2. Reduces the chance of a complete security breach. Compromising any single device limits access to just its compartment.
3. Protection against threats that originate from inside the network. E.g. disgruntled employees.
4. Minimizes the time to detect and react to intrusion and attacks. Better monitoring and understanding of the internal network traffic means anomalies are detected and alerted. Having policy enforcement points at each compartment enables modification of policy to track or deter attacks.
5. Ability to isolate and contain intrusion or worm/virus outbreaks. Having policy enforcement points at each of the compartments gives the ability to control traffic into or out of any compartment. By doing the work upfront to create network compartments and understand the network traffic between the compartments, the effect of isolating a compartment is understood before hand.
6. Eases add/move/change/delete to network topology. Any add/move/change/delete server to one compartment does not affect others. On a larger scale, consider the scenario of acquisition of a company. To quickly bring the acquired company into the parent company’s network has always been a lengthy and involved process. With compartmented network design, make the new acquired company its own compartment with its own security policies to control flow of traffic between the two networks. That way, the parent company as well as the acquired company’s security is preserved.

Even though the primary driving force for compartmented network design is security, the fact that your company runs its business on your network means that any network design has to provide capacity, flexibility, and security. Security

\(^2\) Westerinen.
\(^3\) Westerinen.
measures have to add value and enable the conduct of business, not hinder. The design has to encompass:

1. **Usability** - The reason why a network exists is to support the business. The design has to add value to achieving business goals and facilitate deployment of business initiatives.

2. **Security** - A predefined security policy for each compartment based on data classification and risk assessment. Policy could include cryptographic needs, physical security, access and authorization controls, business continuity, audit requirements, etc.

3. **Scalability** - A sound solution must be extensible and meet the ever-increasing demand of network resources.

4. **Modularity** - Adding or removing of a compartment follows predetermined templates for fast deployment. Adding or removing components within a compartment should have minimal impact to other compartments.

5. **Integration** - All compartments are managed consistently and will follow established problem/change management processes\(^4\).

---

The value proposition of this network design is clear. It is the next logical evolutionary step in enterprise network design.

**Implementation Strategy**

To segment the network takes planning and restructuring of your current network as well as devices connected to the network. Chances are you already have a running corporate network that has to stay up to conduct your business. Chances are you can’t just shut down your network for the period of time it takes to re-architect your network. The strategy of implementing network compartments has

---

\(^4\) Hewlett-Packard Development Company.
to be an evolution of your current network infrastructure, not a disruption\textsuperscript{5}. To successfully design and implement a compartmented network, you have to start with a good understanding of your current IT and business processes. From there, a future desired state is defined. Gaps are identified. Tasks needed to get to the future state are created, prioritized and ordered. Ownerships of the tasks are assigned. Implementation plan can then be created. The following outlines the major tasks from planning to implementation.

1. Gather information. Assemble the following documents. Identify ownership, custodian, and subject matter experts with each.
   
   - Network diagrams – Logical and detailed diagrams of the entire company network including any WAN and VPN connections.
   - Business processes – Functional entities of the company such as sales, HR, legal, manufacturing, etc. They will come into play with defining the compartments.
   - Server types – Lists of servers by platform, location, applications, and ownership.
   - Data classification – Document of how your company data is classified.
   - Application types – Major applications that the company uses to conduct business or applications that are used internally. Some examples are E-Commerce, PeopleSoft, sales portal, etc.
   - Data types – Lists of data by type, location, data classification, and ownership. This information will help define the compartments you need as well as the security policies. Different class of data will require different measure to protect. Many of the new legislations today focus on the protection and privacy issues with certain types of data.
   - Risk assessment, business impact analysis – These will be part of the consideration that will help define the compartments and their security requirement.
   - Problem/Change management procedures – Implementation of this design will impact these procedures and supporting areas. They need to be documented so that support of the new network design will continue with minimal disruption.

   Other information to consider include security policies, budget, projects that may have impact or input into segmentation design and business plans.

2. Overall plan/timeline.

   Determine the scope of the effort using the information collected in step 1 and resource/budget constraints. Determine high level objectives with milestones and map to a timeline. The nature of compartmented network design involves many different areas of an organization from technical to

\textsuperscript{5} Hewlett-Packard Development Company.
business. It is truly a multidisciplinary effort that will need input and buy-in from all parts of the organization. An effective way to execute a project like this is to use the Macro team concept which consists of a small core team and a number of virtual task teams⁶. The small core team will oversee the entire effort from design to implementation and engage the virtual task teams to get owner and subject matter experts’ involvement from different areas of the company. Having a dedicated core team will ensure a consistency in overall designs.

3. Develop network design.

The goal here is to define the network compartments and map them to your current network layout. The assumption is that you will migrate over time from your current network to the future compartmented network with minimal disruption. There are no hard and fast rules on how to define the compartments. There are many factors unique to your organization that will influence the compartment designs. Generally there are business, system, application, security, and cost considerations that will have to be weighed. This is not an easy task for any organization with even moderately complex IT infrastructure or size.

Let’s look at an example. A company has three business departments; finance, sales, and HR. Each department has four system components; web servers, databases, application servers, and business process servers. Currently every server in all departments resides on one class C subnet in their data center. The company decides to segment its network into compartments. If we use business function as the criterion to define the compartments, then we have three compartments corresponding to each business departments. Within each compartment there are four system components which belong to the department. They translate into three subnets with policy enforcement points at the ingress/egress points into the core of the company network. The advantages of this design are each business department maintains its own security policy and disruption in one compartment does not affect other business areas. A disadvantage is that the security policy at each compartment is likely to be complex.

---

⁶ Morris.
If we use the system components as the criterion to define the compartments, we will have four compartments corresponding to the four types of systems we have which gives us four subnets with policy enforcement points. Some advantages of this approach are the security policy at each compartment is simplified and there is a potential for consolidation of servers. One disadvantage is disruption in one compartment potentially impacts all business units.

If we use information classification as the criterion to define the compartments (for the purpose of illustration, let’s say the company has confidential, private, and public classes of information) then we have three compartments corresponding to the three classes of information. One advantage here is all information of the same classification is handled uniformly. One disadvantage is we probably will not have an optimized network traffic flow. (I.e. place the servers that access each other the most closely on the network for better performance.)
It is unrealistic to use any single type of criterion to determine the network compartments. A holistic approach using security, technical and business needs are called for here. To illustrate that point, sometimes business plans can affect how the compartments are defined. For example, if you have a near term business goal to outsource all of human resource functions to a third party HR provider than it may be a good idea to segment out the entire HR processing into its own compartment. This way the scope and the impact of outsourcing HR are isolated upfront. The core team has to analyze information collected to determine the appropriate set of criteria that will work best for your organization and your needs. Working from the set of criteria, list and prioritize all the compartments needed. Lay out the newly defined compartments onto your current network architecture. Re-use as much of the IP addressing schemes as practical and assign new subnets to accommodate the compartments. Keep in mind the migration issues from your current network to the new compartmented network at this phase of the work. Given unlimited resources, you can have 100% compartmented network but in real life you will have to content with the top compartments that will give you the most benefits for the money.

4. Define security policies.

Once the overall compartmented network design is done, we can define security policies for each compartment as well as mechanisms for enforcing the security policies (e.g. firewalls, router access control lists, intrusion prevention system) and monitoring of compliance with the security policies (intrusion detection systems, network sniffer). There are two parts to security policies at each compartment. They are network and host. For the network part, determine the types of traffic that will come into and out of each compartment. They will translate to firewall rules or access control lists to filter the traffic coming in and out of a compartment.
Pay careful consideration to where you actually filter the traffic, layer 2 or layer 3. Traditionally policy enforcement takes place in layer 3 or the router layer; the trend now in the security industry is to push policy enforcement closer to the end devices. A number of vendors are coming out with a “network admission” concept where security policy is enforced at the switch layer\(^7\). While that gives the most granular access and policy control, the drawbacks are cost and administration. Lack of maturity with these offerings may be a concern. However, layer 2 enforcement may be a great option for some compartments. For example, if you have a compartment that covers an office building with all different types of users from internal company personnel to external consultants to visiting guests, then a combination of layer 2 authentication like 802.1x with admission control which determines, based on authentication, what VLAN the user will be placed and what security policy will be enforced for the user will be a great fit. That way, an authenticated internal user using a company issued laptop with up to date antivirus definitions can have full access everywhere while a visiting guest gets assigned to a rate-limited VLAN with access to the Internet only.

For layer 3 filtering, in a typical Core-Distribution-Access network architecture, filtering at the access layer will give you the most granular control but it will require more policy enforcement devices and heavier management needs. Filtering at the core will take fewer devices but with less granular access control and the effect of miss-configuration has the potential to cause wide spread network outage. Filtering at the distribution layer can be a good middle ground if your network design fits. Once these decisions are made and network traffic to each compartment analyzed, feed that information to tune the monitoring tools to reduce false alerts.

On the host security side, create a profile for servers that reside in each compartment. Include policies on OS hardening, system integrity, host-based intrusion detection/prevention, support methods, auditing, and backup/restore requirement. Use business impact analysis, risk analysis, and information classifications when making these decisions. Having consistent host policies will also help in recovery scenarios where a server has to be rebuilt from scratch.

It is important to balance security with performance, manageability, and cost when deciding the security policies. Generally the tighter the security policy, the more negative impact on network performance and manageability at an increased total cost. Good risk analysis and business impact analysis will help you make the right choice.

5. Implementation.

\(^7\) Cisco Systems.
The overall network design with all the compartments and their respective security policies define the desired future state of your network. Compare that with your current network and do a gap analysis. From the gap analysis, identify tasks that will have to be completed and the order of their execution to get from the current state to the future state. Identify the tasks that are on critical path and ones that can be done in parallel. Create a project timeline for all the efforts to accomplish the tasks. Assemble virtual task teams for each of the efforts, since many of the tasks will involve different areas of the company to collaborate. The byproduct of using virtual task teams is by getting different areas of the company involved up front, we can get buy-in and education of the new segmented network design from all levels of the organization.

A number of newer routers and switches have some abilities in filtering traffic or even intrusion detection capabilities. The prospect of not having to invest money in buying new equipment to do network segmentation may seem attractive but there is a lot of hidden cost in the form of support and maintenance. Doing traffic filtering in a distributed fashion inside of the network poses a large potential risk if the management and change controls are not in place. A simple miss-configuration of a filtering rule has the potential of impacting large portion of the network and users. An enterprise strength policy management tools is a must. There are a number of appliances on the market from different vendors which are targeted for internal network segmentation use with enterprise management consoles. Here are some key features to look for with these devices:

1) Rule-based or policy-based configuration management.
2) High availability capable, both policy enforcement points and management console.
3) Tiered management architecture for better scalability. Role-based access control to give different privileges to different support users.
4) Good network performance under complex rule sets. The security devices can not be a point of failure in the network.
5) VLAN capable. Not just VLAN aware but the ability to filter traffic based on VLANs with virtual instances of firewall for each VLAN.
6) Switch and router modes. Ability to apply rules both in layer 3 and 2.

If the decision is to use existing equipment to enforce segmentation, then it’s important to make sure you have a good way to manage the security policies on a wide scale. If the decision is to deploy new equipment for segmentation, then it’s important to integrate the new devices into your existing security change/problem management process, procedures and support structure. Getting the best equipment without the organizational support to run and maintain on an ongoing bases will quickly become a source of failure.
6. Maintenance and management.

The temptation for many people is to look at information security as a collection of tools with graphs and blinking colored lights. The fact is security is a process. Tools when implemented well and used appropriately can greatly facilitate that process. Maintenance and management are part of the process that makes up the entire security lifecycle. The scope of any security project has to include impact to that process.

One challenge with any architecture change such as this is how to maintain the original design goal in the long run. In other words, you have built an infrastructure according to a set of blueprints (architecture), as days go on, new pieces are added or existing structures modified, and eventually you end up having something that’s quite different from what you started with. To maintain the original design goals of the compartmented network, we have to rely on education and re-engineering of the change management and support structure to ensure the preservation of network segmentation or policy domains. For example, educate the network designers and project managers on the whole concept of compartmented network design so that new systems are built accordingly to not just fall in line but also take advantage of the new network design. Re-engineer the change management process so that adding a new server goes through a security policy evaluation to determine the correct compartment to place the new server and the impact to the security policies currently enforced on the target compartment. Create new processes to take advantage of the new capabilities with compartmented network. For example, a suspected intrusion or a worm outbreak in one compartment triggers IDS alerts which lead to modification of filtering rules on the compartment to quarantine the affected compartment while the rest of the network keeps working. Explore proactive measures with this network design. For example, a CERT alert on a new Acme database vulnerability starts a process to create a new IDS signature for compartments that have Acme database servers so that any attempts to exploit the vulnerability can be alerted.

Conclusion

The traditional security model of “hard shell/soft center” can no longer cope with the pace of change today and the ever higher demand for information security. Today’s businesses require more sharing of information within the enterprise as well as with external partners through the corporate firewalls. This trend exposes more systems and devices to external threats than ever. In addition, internal threats are also on the rise with more lethal consequences. To address the new
business environment, the answer is a compartmented network design where collections of IT resources are grouped into compartments each with its own set of security policies. By breaking up large enterprise infrastructure into multiple smaller policy domains, finer access control and granular security can be achieved. The results of this layered approach provides flexible and scalable security solutions to deliver the right amount of protection where needed. In addition, this design enables the enterprise to take greater advantage of connectivity methods like MPLS or shared IP portals by lessening the dependencies on a secured wide area network infrastructure. The value proposition of this design is apparent. Organizations should begin looking at this approach as the next logical evolution of their network design.
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## Upcoming Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANS San Francisco Spring 2020</td>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>Mar 16, 2020 - Mar 27, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Norfolk 2020</td>
<td>Norfolk, VA</td>
<td>Mar 16, 2020 - Mar 21, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor Session - SEC401</td>
<td>Charleston, SC</td>
<td>Mar 17, 2020 - May 19, 2020</td>
<td>Mentor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Seattle Spring 2020</td>
<td>Seattle, WA</td>
<td>Mar 23, 2020 - Mar 28, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor Session - SEC401</td>
<td>Reston, VA</td>
<td>Apr 01, 2020 - Jun 10, 2020</td>
<td>Mentor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS 2020</td>
<td>Orlando, FL</td>
<td>Apr 03, 2020 - Apr 10, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Riyadh April 2020</td>
<td>Riyadh, Kingdom Of Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>Apr 04, 2020 - Apr 16, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS 2020 - SEC401: Security Essentials Bootcamp Style</td>
<td>Orlando, FL</td>
<td>Apr 05, 2020 - Apr 10, 2020</td>
<td>vLive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Bethesda 2020</td>
<td>Bethesda, MD</td>
<td>Apr 14, 2020 - Apr 19, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Minneapolis 2020</td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN</td>
<td>Apr 14, 2020 - Apr 19, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS London April 2020</td>
<td>London, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Apr 20, 2020 - Apr 25, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community SANS San Diego SEC401</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
<td>Apr 20, 2020 - Apr 25, 2020</td>
<td>Community SANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Boston Spring 2020</td>
<td>Boston, MA</td>
<td>Apr 20, 2020 - Apr 25, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Baltimore Spring 2020</td>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
<td>Apr 27, 2020 - May 02, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Pen Test Austin 2020</td>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
<td>Apr 27, 2020 - May 02, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community SANS Omaha SEC401</td>
<td>Omaha, NE</td>
<td>May 04, 2020 - May 09, 2020</td>
<td>Community SANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS Cybersecure Catalyst Women Academy SEC401</td>
<td>Brampton, ON</td>
<td>May 04, 2020 - May 09, 2020</td>
<td>Community SANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Security West 2020</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
<td>May 06, 2020 - May 13, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS-Cybersecure Catalyst New Canadians Academy SEC401</td>
<td>Brampton, ON</td>
<td>May 11, 2020 - May 16, 2020</td>
<td>Community SANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Amsterdam May 2020</td>
<td>Amsterdam, Netherlands</td>
<td>May 11, 2020 - May 18, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS San Antonio 2020</td>
<td>San Antonio, TX</td>
<td>May 17, 2020 - May 22, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS London May 2020</td>
<td>London, United Kingdom</td>
<td>May 18, 2020 - May 23, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Autumn Sydney 2020</td>
<td>Sydney, Australia</td>
<td>May 18, 2020 - May 23, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS-Cybersecure Catalyst New Career Academy SEC401</td>
<td>Brampton, ON</td>
<td>May 19, 2020 - May 24, 2020</td>
<td>Community SANS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>